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Course Syllabus  

CALCULUS III (Math 253) 

  
Description: A continuation of Math 132.  Topics include conic sections, vector algebra, space 

curves, calculus of functions of several variables, multiple integration, calculus of 
vector fields. 

  
Credit Hours: 4 
  
Audience: Required for many STEM majors.  Prerequisite for some 300-400 level math classes. 
  
Prerequisites: Grade of C- or higher in MATH 132.  
  
Format: Delivered on-line, asynchronous format.  
  
Textbook: Text materials provided in PDF format.  Recommended supplemental (free PDF) text  

https://openstax.org/details/books/calculus-volume-3 
  
Software: Access to mathematical software such as Maple, Mathematica, etc is definitely an 

advantage.  Maple is used and available on the VU campus; purchase of the student 
version is recommended. Wolfram Alpha is a good substitute for most purposes. 

  
Internet: 
 
 
University-Wide 
Notices: 

We use Blackboard, WebWork, Wolfram Alpha. 
 
 
ACCESS And ACCOMMODATIONS: The Access & Accommodation Resource 
Center (AARC) is the campus office that works with students to provide access and 
accommodations in cases of diagnosed mental or emotional health issues, attentional 
or learning disabilities, vision or hear limitations, chronic diseases, or allergies. You 
can contact the office at aarc@valpo.edu or 219.464.5206. Students who need, or 
think they may need, accommodations due to a diagnosis, or who think they may have 
a diagnosis, are invited to contact AARC to arrange a confidential discussion with the 
AARC office. Further, students who are registered with AARC are required to contact 
their professor(s) if they wish to exercise the accommodations outlined in their letter 
from the AARC. 
 
EMERGENCIES: VU’s Emergency Notification System (ENS) uses multiple forms 
of communication, including e-mail, building alarms, outdoor sirens, message boards, 
computer alerts, Twitter, and public address messaging. Please review the specific 
procedures for this class found in Blackboard. Remember: “Siren inside, GO outside; 
Siren outside, GO inside.” To evacuate, gather your personal belonging quickly and 
proceed to the nearest exit. Do not use the elevator. To shelter in place, move away 
from the windows and stay low to the ground; lock or barricade the door if there is a 
threat of violence. 
 
TITLE IX: Valparaiso University strives to provide an environment free of 
discrimination, harassment, and sexual misconduct (sexual harassment, sexual 
violence, dating violence, domestic violence, and stalking). If you have been the 
victim of sexual misconduct, we encourage you to report the incident. If you report 
the incident to a University faculty member or instructor, she or he must notify the 
University’s Title IX Coordinator about the basic facts of the incident. Disclosures to 
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University faculty or instructors of sexual misconduct incidents are not confidential 
under Title IX. Confidential support services available on campus include: Sexual 
Assault Awareness & Facilitative Education Office “SAAFE” (219-464-6789), 
Counseling Center (219-464-5002), University Pastors (219-464-5093), and Student 
Health Center (219-464-5060). For more information, visit 
http://www.valpo.edu/titleix/. 
 

  
Notice of 
Cancellation: 

As this course is on-line, we do not suffer from weather related cancellation. 
However, any unexpected technical problems will be dealt with as they arise. 

 
 

 

  
Student Learning Objectives: 

A. Students can perform algebraic, geometric and technological operations required for 
success in multivariable and vector calculus. 

B. Students understand fundamental concepts of multivariable calculus, and vector algebra 
and calculus. 

C. Students develop and improve analytical thinking for problem solving, both manual and 
using technology. 

D. Students develop a skill-set necessary for success in disciplines which rely on 
multivariable and vector calculus, and in more advanced mathematical topics such as 
partial differential equations, complex variables, and real analysis. 

E. Students can communicate mathematics effectively, with proper notation and 
terminology. 

Topics & Performance Requirements Include (but are not limited to):  

1. identifying domain and range of multivariable or vector-valued functions 
2. expressing curves and surfaces with parametric equations 
3. finding limits of multivariable functions 
4. computing partial derivatives, directional derivatives and gradients 
5. constructing and using multivariable chain rule expressions 
6. identifying local extremes of real-valued functions of two variables 
7. using Lagrange multipliers to find solutions to constrained optimization problems 
8. performing double and triple integrals in standard coordinate systems 
9. using Fubini’s Theorem to change order of integration when appropriate 
10. understanding vectors as quantities having length and direction, independent of position 
11. performing addition, scalar multiplication, dot product and cross product of vectors 
12. recognizing when two vectors are orthogonal and use the normal vector to find the 

equation for a plane in three-dimensional space 
13. finding limits, rates of change, and integrals along space curves 
14. computing the unit tangent and unit normal vectors of space curves 
15. defining and sketching two- or three-dimensional vector fields 
16. computing divergence and curl of vector fields 
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17. computing the gradient of a function at a point or expressing the gradient function as a 
vector field 

18. using the gradient to determine characteristics of a function, such as min / max rates of 
change and direction of steepest ascent and descent 

19. constructing a tangent plane on a surface, and understanding how the tangent plane can 
be used as a linear  approximation of the function near the point of tangency 

20. recognizing conservative vector fields 
21. evaluating line and surface integrals over 2D and 3D lines and surfaces 
22. understanding when the Fundamental Theorem of Line Integrals applies, and using it to 

evaluate line integrals when appropriate 
23. knowing when Green’s Theorem applies and using it to evaluate line integrals when 

appropriate 
24. knowing when Gauss’ Divergence Theorem applies and using it to evaluate flux integrals 

when appropriate 
25. knowing when Stokes’ Theorem applies and using it to evaluate work integrals when 

appropriate 
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Section Information: CALCULUS III (Math 253 OL, Summer II 2021) 

 Course Dates: Monday June 28 – Sunday August 8 
 

Time & Place: On-line, 6 weeks, Summer II 
  
Instructor: Ken Luther 
  
Contact Info: Office: GEM 110                                              

Home Page: https://sites.google.com/site/valpokluther1/home 
e-mail: ken.luther@valpo.edu  (use this e-mail for correspondence) 
Link for on-line office chats: http://tiny.cc/ProfLutherOL 

  
Office Hours: Available by e-mail every day.  Conversations on Google Meet can be arranged, 

and I will establish on-line office hours as needed. 
  
Assignments: Written homework is regularly assigned and collected according to the class 

schedule (given separately).   
  
Quizzes: Quizzes (on-line: Blackboard and / or WebWork) are regularly given according 

to the class schedule (given separately).   
  
Mastery 
Exercises: 

Mastery exercises take place in WebWork.  They are different than quizzes, in 
that they are not tied to one particular section, but cover overall topics such as 
“techniques of integration”.  They are available all semester, but must be 
completed by the end of the term. 

  
Exams: There is one midterm and one final exam (see class schedule).  
  
Grading: Course components contribute to final grade as follows: Written Homework and 

Mastery Exercises: 35%, Quizzes: 20%, Exams:  45%.  
 
Final grades are assigned according to:  
       92.5 -  100: A ;  90.0 -  92.4:  A- 
       87.5 - 89.9: B+ ;  82.5 - 87.4: B ; 80.0 – 82.4:  B- 
      etc. 
 
Contribution due to quizzes (20%) is calculated according to this scheme: 
 

Actual Percentage of Total Possible Quiz 
Points Achieved 

Recorded Portion of 20% Towards Final 
Grade 

80-100% 20% 

70-79% 18% 

60-69% 16% 

50-59% 14% 

https://sites.google.com/site/valpokluther1/home
mailto:ken.luther@valpo.edu
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  40-49% 12% 

 
(If you’re playing along at home, the actual formula for converting your actual 
percentage of quiz points received, A, into the recorded portion R of the 20% 
contribution to your final grade is implemented in Excel as  
 R= (MIN(INT((A101)/10)+2,10))*2.) 

  
Honor Code 
Policy: 

Authorized aid on assigned problems includes: (1) any help I might give; (2) 
general assistance from tutors and help sessions (meaning tutors may help you 
with procedures and concepts, but cannot do all the work on a specific problem 
for you); (3) informal collaborative discussions on assigned problems.  In all, any 
final product must CLEARLY be an individual effort.  Authorized aid on quizzes 
includes: (1) any help I might give; (2) any solutions created by yourself.  
Authorized aid on exams includes: your brain (calculators may be used for 
numerical purposes only). Any changes or additions will be mentioned as needed. 
 
It is important to adhere to the Honor Code principles.  It is a pretty frequent 
occurrence that visiting students who are not used to having an honor code in 
place collaborate on homework more than incidentally, and on exams.  This 
collaboration is easy to spot; when I do spot it, I am bound by the VU Honor 
Code to report it.  This then has a damaging effect on the final grade, if not 
turning the final course grade into an F.  It’s not worth it.  If you have any 
questions on how it works, do not hesitate to ask me. 
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